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Second Life and Sacraments: Anglican Observations and Guidelines. 

 
1.   Introduction 

The leadership of Anglicans in Second Life has been consistently reticent to 

purport to minister virtual sacraments.  Sacramental grace may be understood 

to be a gracious, personal relationship with God conveyed between human 

persons through the medium of given human signs considered to be of 

privileged divine ordinance and resulting in a divine self-disclosure in Jesus 

Christ.  In the language of the 1662 Prayer Book sacraments are a ‘means of 

grace’.
1
  A sacrament is said to be an outward and visible sign of an inward 

and spiritual grace or a sign that effects the sacred reality it signifies. 

 

Behind this reticence lies what is considered to be the necessity for a real, 

personal, as opposed to virtual relationship in sacraments.   This has been one 

of the fundamental reasons for not celebrating the sacraments in the virtual 

sacred space of the Second Life Cathedral.  This paper will attempt to 

articulate good reason for this intuitive reticence, yet nevertheless point to 

some quasi-sacramental ministries which can legitimately be performed by 

duly authorised (lay and ordained) ministers in Second Life.   

 

Traditional sacramental theology has sometimes drawn a distinction between 

sacraments proper and other ministries and rites which have a sacramental 

quality: such a distinction between ‘sacraments’ proper and ‘sacramentals’, 

will be deployed in this paper. 

 

2.  Sacraments: the New Testament 

The theological books written on sacraments are countless, Anglican, 

Orthodox, Protestant and Roman Catholic.  Any brief summary is in grave 

danger of inevitable partiality.  However, there are some things that can be 

said.  The New Testament itself does not offer a worked out sacramental 

theology; neither does the term ‘sacrament’ feature in the Bible.  Nevertheless, 

the canonical Gospels and Acts indicate at the least that the disciples received 

from Jesus a mandate to proclaim the Kingdom through the preaching of 

repentance and the administration of baptism.
2
  In addition the Gospels 

indicate that Jesus instituted fellowship meals with his disciples and all his 

followers (eg the Feeding of the 4/5,000) and that this practice culminated in 

the Last Supper.  This religious meal had Paschal overtones (whether or not it 

was a Passover Meal as described in the Synoptics, or otherwise as in St John).  

At the Last Supper Jesus began the symbolic offering of himself to his Father 

by speaking of his Body and Blood, in relation to Bread and Wine, to be 

literally offered the next day on Calvary.  This was Jesus’ explicit ‘memorial’ 

of himself to the Father and the disciples understood the Church to be 

mandated to continue this sign, which it already did week by week in NT 

times, on the Christian Sabbath, the Sunday commemoration of the 

resurrection.  In Luke and Acts the Breaking of the Bread is already becoming 

a technical term – most dramatically in the Emmaus story.  In the Epistles, St 

Paul in particular speaks of ‘giving thanks’ (making eucharist) and of 

                                                 
1
 See Prayer of General Thanksgiving and The Catechism 

2
 The extent to which this may have been be based upon the earlier Baptism of John and indeed the 

Essene community is fascinating but for our purposes irrelevant. 
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‘communion’ in semi-technical language.  In 1 Corinthians he lays out the 

beginnings of his theology of both Baptism and the Eucharist in relation to 

problems within the Corinthian Church.  In Ephesians and Colossians the 

Church itself is referred to in symbolic or ‘mystical’ terms; Eastern Orthodoxy 

was later to use this language, ‘the mysteries’, for what the Western Latin 

Church came to call ‘sacraments’.  By the time of the writing of the Book of 

Revelation the worship of heaven was already being described in terms 

influenced by the worshipping life of the earliest Christians, eg the vision of 

John on Patmos on the Lord’s Day where the heavenly worship described has 

distinct similarities with the emerging liturgies of the earliest church, most 

notably the eucharistic church assembled together, elders and people, singing 

the sanctus. 

 

3. Sacraments: Tradition 

Early Christian apologists such as Justin Martyr described baptism and the 

eucharist in such a way that the pagan intelligentsia would not believe 

Christians were crude ‘flesh eaters’.  Great teachers of the faith such as 

Ambrose, Chrysostom and Cyril of Jerusalem have left us detailed catechetical 

instructions into the ‘Christian Mysteries’.  They taught the catechumens 

(‘learner’ Christians) and instructed them for Christian Initiation on the Eve of 

Easter (a practice possibly already indicated in the First Epistle of Peter).  

Such paschal Initiation normatively included confession of sins, profession of 

faith, water baptism, anointing/laying on of hands signifying the Spirit by the 

bishop and finally first communion.  (Much later in the West this single, 

complete rite of Christian Initiation was broken up and four parts of it became 

known as ‘separate’ sacraments: penitence (confession and absolution); 

baptism; confirmation, the eucharist.)  Augustine gave systematic attention to 

sacramental theology because of the divisions in the North African Church: 

how was a rite performed by break-away groups to be recognised as a 

Christian Sacrament?  Other teachers such as Cyprian offered other scenarios: 

no valid, real, true sacraments outside the church catholic.  But Augustine 

explored the meaning of human signs as appropriated by Christ and the 

Church.  He saw that for a sacrament to be such both a Christian ‘word of 

interpretation’ and an ‘action’ authorised by the Church was necessary.  The 

Scholastic theologians of the early Middle Ages also devoted considerable 

attention to sacramental theology.
3
  They discussed the number of sacraments; 

East and West at this time did not have an ‘agreed list, nor did individual 

theologians agree.  Eventually, at least in the West, a consensus emerged: 

Baptism, Eucharist, Confirmation, Marriage, Ordination, Penance and the 

Anointing of the Sick especially ‘in extremis’.  Most theologians recognised 

that Baptism and the Eucharist were the major sacraments.   

 

With the Reformation this Catholic list of seven was questioned.  Luther 

included confession and taught there were only three, Calvin only two.  The 

dispute was principally about words.
4
  Though the Thirty-Nine Articles of 

                                                 
3
 Had the later mediaeval Church been true to the best of scholastic sacramental teaching the 

Reformers would have not had such a herculean task of reforming distorted and frankly sub-Christian 

sacramental practice. 
4
 St John Fisher, bishop of Rochester, ‘ghosted’ Henry VIII’s response in defence of the seven 

sacraments against Luther, for which Henry was given the title ‘Defender of the Faith’ by the Pope and 
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Religion speak somewhat disparagingly of five ‘commonly-called 

sacraments’, as opposed to the sacraments of baptism and the eucharist, the 

English Reformation did not end in the 16
th

 century and the Caroline Divines 

of the 17
th

 century had a more positive understanding of all the other rites, 

already begun by the teaching of Richard Hooker and Bishop Jewell in the 

time of Elizabeth I.  Indeed, the Puritan Divine, Richard Baxter, thought there 

were many more than seven or if a narrower definition were used, five. 

 

Bishop Lancelot Andrewes of Winchester (from which my diocese was taken 

in 1927) pronounced the debate sterile: if you define a sacrament as having to 

have been instituted explicitly by Christ in the New Testament then there are 

two or at the most three sacraments.  But the NT does not define sacraments at 

all.  If you take a wider view of sacraments as either instituted explicitly by 

Christ or implicitly by the Holy Spirit in the earliest times of the Church 

(approximately inclusive of the New Testament period) then the ‘traditional’ 

seven can be included because there are references in the New Testament to 

what became ordination; healing/anointing of the sick; penitence and 

absolution; the laying on of hands/sign of the spirit; and a distinct theology of 

Christian marriage (Paul).  An Anglican/Roman Catholic International 

Commission Agreed Statement (Ministry and Ordination, 1973) was accepted 

by the Lambeth Conference of 1978 and on this dispute it said: 

 

Anglican use of the word ‘sacrament’ with reference to ordination is 

limited by the distinction drawn in the Thirty-Nine Articles (Article 

25) between the two ‘sacraments of the Gospel’ and the ‘five 

commonly called sacraments’.  Article 25 does not deny these latter the 

name ‘sacrament’, but differentiates between them and the ‘two 

sacraments ordained by Christ’ described in the Catechism as 

‘necessary to salvation’ for all men. 

 

It is worth pointing out that Article 25 of the Thirty-Nine Articles also states 

that sacraments ‘be not only badges or tokens . . . but rather they be certain 

sure witnesses and effectual signs of grace . . .by which God doth work 

invisibly in us’ and that ‘only as worthily receive the same they have a 

wholesome effect or operation; but they that receive them unworthily purchase 

to themselves damnation . . .’ 

 

The Church of England Revised Catechism aptly described Baptism and the 

Eucharist as Gospel Sacraments but also went on to describe the five others as 

‘sacramental ministries of grace’.  I do not think this debate need distract 

Anglicans in Second Life.  In any case The Thirty-Nine Articles of Religion do 

not have the same status in all Anglican Provinces, and in some not at all.  

Notwithstanding this, the development of sacramental theology through such 

Articles does help us to understand something of what happens in the 

sacraments even if what might constitute a sacrament is less well defined. 

 

                                                                                                                                            
which English monarchs have enjoyed ever since.  Fisher later rejected Henry’s claim to be Supreme 

Head of the Church of England and paid for his dissent by his martyrdom. 
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A Reformation dispute which we do need to pay attention to is that of the 

relationship of personal faith to sacramental efficacy: can the sacraments 

‘work’, that is to say bring us into a closer encounter with the risen Lord Jesus, 

if the individual has no living faith?  Had the earlier Scholastics stress on faith 

(eg St Thomas Aquinas
5
) been remembered there need have been no dispute.  

But sacraments had come to be interpreted as if they were machines, 

automatically dispensing grace understood in quantitative, almost physical 

terms.  The Scholastics had insisted that sacraments do not become effective 

simply by the faith of the individual – Christians do not themselves 

‘manufacture’ grace from within their own spiritual resources.  But to be 

effective sacraments need to be received with a living faith.  Elizabeth I tried 

to find an Anglican ‘middle-way’ on this question in relation to the eucharist.  

Whereas the Edwardine (second and more Protestant) Prayer Book of 1552 

changed the words of the administration of the Bread at the Holy Communion 

from ‘the Body of Our Lord Jesus Christ . . . preserve thy body and soul unto 

everlasting life’ to ‘take and eat this is remembrance that Christ died for thee 

and feed on him in thy heart by faith and with thanksgiving’, (with equivalent 

wording at the delivery of the Wine), Elizabeth put the two together as a 

positive compromise stressing the gift of Christ and the necessity of reception 

of the sacrament by faith.  With 17
th

 century Caroline Divines, there was 

always a characteristically Anglican rejection of a purely subjective 

understanding of Christ’s gift of himself, that is to say an understanding of 

Christ’s presence which depends solely on the piety and disposition of the 

individual receiver.  The Anglican Roman Catholic Statement on the 

Eucharist, (Eucharistic Doctrine, 1971) also accepted by the 1978 Lambeth 

Conference, summarises a proper ecumenical balance. 

 

The sacramental body and blood of the Saviour are present as an 

offering to the believer awaiting his welcome.  When this offering is 

met by faith, a lifegiving encounter results.  Through faith Christ’s 

presence – which does not depend on the individual’s faith in order to 

be the Lord’s real gift of himself to his Church – becomes no longer 

just a presence for the believer, but also a presence with him. 

 

The importance of this latter debate for Anglicans in Second Life is that the 

extreme Protestant view of the eucharist (exemplified perhaps in the Swiss 

reformer Zwingli, who had some influence on Archbishop Thomas Cranmer) 

reduced the action of the eucharist to the status of a visual aid or aide 

memoire.  Were that to be the Anglican view of the eucharist
6
 then a virtual 

portrayal of sacraments on the screen could be fully understood as sacraments 

precisely because they would have been reduced to the status of visual aids.  

But this is not the case and very different Anglican theologians of the last 

century – such as Herbert, Thornton, Dix, Mascall, Quick, Lampe, Robinson – 

                                                 
5
 In St Thomas’ hymn for Corpus Christi, Pange lingua he speaks of the necessity of faith twice. 

6
 Not a view at all compatible with other Reformers such as Luther or Calvin.  Behind these 

Reformation debates lies the question: does the sign cause the grace, or is the sign merely an 

accompaniment.  Radical Protestants favoured an ‘ordinance’ understanding rather than a sacramental 

one.  In the case of baptism, an ‘ordinance’ view would be that baptism is a sign of something that has 

already happened, it is backwards looking, whereas a ‘sacramental’ view is more future orientated.  

One is a declaratory sign, the other a prophetic sign. 
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offer us a richer understanding of sacraments.  This understanding is also 

complemented ecumenically by Catholic and Protestant theologians such as 

Bouyer, Congar, Schillebeecks, Oman and Baille.   

 

All the above would understand sacraments as human actions and encounters, 

human signs, which have been appropriated by Christ and the Church in such 

a way as to heighten and enrich their human significance with a divine 

promise of encounter with the living Christ.  An important contemporary 

insight into the sacraments is that the ‘anthropological’ significance of the sign 

is not accidental.  Such a sign is not a conventional sign, such as a signpost, 

but is a deeper anthropological sign in part conveying between human beings 

what it signifies.  Article XXV uses the language of ‘effectual signs’ and the 

Catechism tells us ‘a sacrament is an outward and visible sign of an inward 

and spiritual grace’.  The grace of a sacrament correlates to the significance of 

the human action: physical feeding correlating to spiritual feeding; physical 

washing to spiritual washing, or physical rising from the waters to spiritual re-

birth; physical coitus to spiritual union; physical massaging/anointing to 

spiritual health.  In the sacraments we do something personal, human and 

physical in which through our direct, real and personal relationship with others 

in the Church – the physical Body of Christ – the Holy Spirit of God gives us 

the gift of himself.  But for this ‘objective’ gift to ‘work’ – to be effective as 

more than just a real offer – we on our part, however fragile our faith may be, 

have our free part to play.  We say yes to the promised, covenanted, divine 

encounter we met in this human-divine transaction.   

 

A contemporary ecclesiological question raised by the Fresh Expressions 

movement is to what extent fresh expressions of ‘church’ can be considered to 

be church in the absence of the Dominical Sacraments.  The Salvation Army is 

described as being a para church on the absence of these; does this distinction 

therefore apply to an expression of church in Second Life, i.e. not church but 

virtual church?  Does potential desire for the Anglican Cathedral in Second 

Life to be considered a church and seek validation entail embracing 

sacraments? 

 

4. Avatars and Virtual Sacraments 

Before exploring issues relating to virtual sacraments in Second Life a final 

preliminary must be explored: avatars and persons.  From the above it is clear 

that sacraments are ‘graceful’ inter-personal encounters between real people 

through the sacraments.  At first instance the adoption of an avatar seems to 

add a barrier to direct personal encounter, almost like a mask.  Such 

communication is not only electronic rather than face-to-face, it is also, at least 

in some circumstances, a disguising of the person.  On the other hand all 

human communication, including direct face-to-face encounter involves a 

projection through facial and bodily gestures; posture; clothes; make-up; 

jewellery; regalia; uniforms; vesture.  Though face to face communication and 

electronic are not the same there is an analogy through liturgical 

‘performance’ which is often face to face but ‘at a distance’.  The priest at the 

altar (usually) wears priestly vesture, the bishop his (or her) mitre and carrying 

a staff.  The member of a religious community wears a habit and takes on 

another (saintly) name.  Dissimilitude cannot be wholly excluded, sincerity 
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cannot be guaranteed, even in priest, bishop, or religious, but ‘the 

unworthiness of the minister hindereth not the effect of the sacrament’.
7
  In a 

‘real’ Cathedral the personal identity of each member of the congregation or 

clergy is not always known.  The adoption of an avatar does not therefore rule 

out some exploration of sacramental ministry, though problems remain if an 

assumed avatar is of the opposite gender to the person or an avatar of evil.  

What we represent is extremely important. 

 

Professor Paul Fiddes speaks of sacraments in a virtual world ‘within the logic 

of the virtual world’.
8
  He argues that God can be present in a virtual world in 

a way that is suitable to its inhabitants.  Though this could be misinterpreted 

(eg. as a Gnostic other world), this is a fascinating view from a theologian of 

the Baptist tradition as it is surely analogous to the Scholastic argument about 

grace always being appropriate and effective proportionately to the nature of 

its context.  So an infant receiving Holy Communion receives grace 

proportionately to their infant nature.  Fiddes expects that the grace received 

by an avatar will be shared in some way by the person behind the avatar, 

because the person in our everyday world has a complex relationship with 

their persona.  This is precisely my point about gesture, name and dress.  

Fiddes further argues, again in a manner entirely coherent with traditional 

(Catholic and Anglican) sacramental theology that grace can be mediated 

through the material world – including the silica chip and light photons.
9
  The 

virtual world is also material and can thus be a means of grace.  Fiddes invites 

the development of a notion of ‘virtual sacraments’, within the logic of a 

virtual world.  If this invitation were to be pursued, respect would need to be 

paid to Fiddes careful use of the term ‘virtual sacraments’, implying, to my 

mind, a proper distinction between a virtual sacrament in the ‘real’, ie non-

virtual, world where physical, human presence is necessary.  Moreover, for 

‘the person’ to receive, albeit indirectly, a virtual sacrament through an avatar 

there has to be a ‘sincere’ relationship between the person and their avatar.  

The avatar must genuinely be an extension of the personality, or a genuine part 

of that personality.  My use of an extended traditional concept of 

‘sacramentals’ is consistent with Fiddes’ conclusion that his suggestion about 

virtual sacraments falls into a spectrum between sacraments proper ‘and other 

sacramental media in the world’.  My positive proposals for sacramental 

ministries (though not sacraments) in Second Life are congruent with the 

traditional conviction that grace can be mediated through material entities and 

that there is a real correspondence in at least some aspects of the person and 

their avatar.  I find Paul Fiddes’ similar ecumenical emphasis both fascinating 

and encouraging. 

 

5. Sacraments in Second Life 
With all the above as a template I now want look at all the 

sacraments/sacramental ministries of grace in turn, as each will shed light on 

the other in relation to the question of virtual sacraments. 

 

                                                 
7
 Article XXVI 

8
 Paper by Paul S. Fiddes, Professor of Systematic Theology, University of Oxford, Sacraments in a 

Virtual World, http://brownblog.info/?p=886 
9
 He quotes R. S. Thomas effectively on sand and light being a sacrament. 
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a) Baptism and Confirmation 

Almost immediately we have some clarity by starting not with the eucharist 

but with baptism.  Could the baptism of an avatar in Second Life be 

considered a valid (ie a real or canonical) baptism?  Baptism theologically and 

canonically means bathing, dipping, pouring or at least sprinkling with (real) 

water in the name of the Trinity (or at least in the name of Jesus) after 

penitence and a profession of faith.  No Christian Church that I am aware of 

from Baptist to Roman Catholic could countenance a virtual baptism as a real 

baptism.  The issue here is not the status of the minister, as under some 

emergency circumstances lay people can baptize.  The issue is the encounter 

(involving penitence and confession of faith by the person being baptised or in 

the case of infants by the parents/godparents of the child) with the death of 

Christ in the waters and in his resurrection.  It is not just in the saying but in 

the doing that the whole human person comes in baptism to the death of Christ 

and to his resurrection.  To be fair, to some extent the reality of this total 

baptismal experience has been weakened by the ‘trivialisation’ of baptism (eg 

mere sprinkling) and the cultural ‘socialisation’ of infant baptism.  A Baptist 

critique helps us!  But however weak our understanding of baptism has 

become, being baptised in person in and with water is essential to the 

sacrament of baptism.  Christ himself was physically baptised by John the 

Baptist in the river Jordan.  At Anglican baptism (other than in emergencies) 

the water is itself blessed as part of the instrumentality of baptism.  A personal 

covenant is stated in the actual formula of baptism, in which the priest says ‘I 

baptise you in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.’  

Value has to be given to both the ‘I’ and the ‘You’. 

 

Having declared a fairly firm no to the initial question, what more can be said?  

Actually something quite significant.  The ‘liturgical’ churches, not least those 

of the Anglican Communion, have long experience of the ‘Renewal of 

Baptismal Promises’.  At first provision was made for this at Easter.  But now 

more general provision is also provided.  This is not understood to be the 

sacrament of Baptism itself but it is a real renewal of that sacrament and for 

many people has a profound significance.  In real life such renewal takes the 

form of a person, with others in a Church or Cathedral, repeating his or her 

baptismal decision and profession of faith (Apostles Creed).  Then (usually) 

the congregation is sprinkled with (baptismal) water.  If I happen to be behind 

a pillar and do not actually get sprinkled, this does not ‘invalidate’ the renewal 

which does not depend, as a baptism would, on a physical pouring of water.  

 

If in Second Life an authorised minister (lay or ordained in accordance with 

Anglican law) were to conduct such a service of Renewal of Baptismal Vows 

in the Epiphany Cathedral, it is my view that providing the person ‘behind’ the 

avatar sincerely taking part in such a service had been really baptised, they 

would be really renewing their baptismal vows: anonymity is not a bar to the 

renewal of baptismal vows in a large Cathedral.  It need not be so in Second 

Life, even through the device of an avatar.   

 

What of an avatar of a person who has not been baptised taking part in such a 

virtual ceremony?  In a large, ‘real’ cathedral there may also be cases where 

an unbaptised person takes part in such a ceremony, they may be sincere or 
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otherwise.  How does the Church judge such a person?  I suggest that any 

pastor would explain that their sincere participation points to their intent or 

desire to be baptised and the pastor would then explain how to be really 

baptised, its conditions and encourage them.   

 

In considering the sacraments the doctrine of intention is very important.  A 

contrast with ‘magic’ is instructive.  In a magic spell it is held that the correct 

words and actions are absolutely necessary.  Because sacraments are acts of 

prayer and not magic our inner intentions (including that of the celebrant and 

in the case of infant baptism, that if the parents and god-parents) are sufficient 

even if there is some deficiency or mistake in the outward form, or even lack 

of fervour or devotion.  The church has always held that persons on the fringe 

of baptism, on the way to being baptised, can be blessed by a ‘baptism of 

desire or intent’ which in the extreme event of death before baptism would 

nevertheless be accounted by God as baptism into Christ.  The pastor in 

Second Life would need to explain that those not actually baptised should seek 

baptism in real life and perhaps assist in making of any arrangements with a 

Christian church, should the person behind the avatar agree to disclose their 

identity.  A real baptism could later be celebrated with a virtual service of 

thanksgiving in the Epiphany Cathedral which could incorporate elements of 

the Renewal of Baptism Vows of those alongside the newly baptised. 

 

I include confirmation here because it belongs with baptism and only became 

a ‘separate’ sacramental ministry by becoming detached in the early mediaeval 

period (in the west) from a formerly integral and holistic pattern of Christian 

Initiation.  This included catechesis; confession of sins; profession of faith; 

water bathing or dipping in the name of the Trinity; a laying on of 

hands/anointing as a sign of the Spirit; Holy Communion.  This holistic 

sacramental process was understood as ‘baptism’ in Patristic times and the 

word ‘baptism’ was usually understood (and used) to include all the above 

elements, not simply the water dipping and formulae.  As far as a ‘detached’ 

confirmation is concerned, whether by laying on of hands or by anointing or 

both, no Anglican church could dispense with an actual laying on of hands.  

But renewal of baptismal and confirmation faith could be done on the same 

principle as the renewal of baptism – with the same impetus towards actual or 

personal confirmation if the person behind the avatar had not been confirmed. 

  

Again a celebration of renewal of baptism- confirmation is conceivable even 

within the anonymity of a cathedral or the virtual-avatar congregation of the 

Epiphany Cathedral in Second Life.   

 

b) Marriage 

Though logically consideration of the Eucharist should follow, I defer this to 

the end so that we may benefit from consideration of other 

sacraments/sacramental ministries of grace.  Marriage has sometimes been 

called a natural sacrament or an ordinance given by God in creation in the 

joining together of a man and a woman as one flesh.  Clearly it was not 

instituted ab initio by Christ or the Church, though Paul’s comparison between 

marriage and the relationship between Christ and the Church came to be seen 

as giving marriage a sacramental meaning.  However it is described 
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theologically, it also has considerable social and legal implications.  Marriage 

is always between two individuals.  Second Life Anglicans cannot ignore the 

legal/canonical implications of a Church marriage.  In Christian theology the 

marriage vows, the holding of hands, the exchange of (a) ring(s) and the 

physical consummation of the marriage between male and female partners 

have constituted the ‘outward and visible sign of marriage’ and its legal 

constituents.  None of these can be done virtually and the true identity of the 

persons is also essential both theologically and legally.  Nothing in the Second 

Life Cathedral should ever purport to be a marriage according to law.  Even 

where people were married by proxy in the past (eg King Charles I to Queen 

Henrietta Maria) there was never any doubt as to the true identity of the 

spouses.  In English law marriage by proxy is ruled out by the Marriage Act.   

 

If, however, there were two avatars, who in real life were married to each 

other, I could conceive the possibility of them having a thanksgiving for or 

renewal of marriage vows
10

, though only if the pastor had definite knowledge 

of the actual marriage of the spouses and knew their real identity behind their 

avatars.  Though the real persons would presumably want to renew their vows 

personally, a virtual renewal would enable others in Second Life to join with 

them. 

 

c) Ordination 
No Anglican Church could recognise as a valid ordination those who had not 

been prayed over by the Church and received the actual imposition of hands 

by the bishop (with the collegial accompaniment of the presbyterate); nor 

would any Protestant Church (setting aside the question of episcopal or 

presbyteral ordination); nor the Roman Catholic or Orthodox churches.  It has 

already been agreed that those acting as pastors in Second Life need to be duly 

commissioned (such as through ordination in an Anglican or other recognised 

Church).  Those who have been duly (ie personally) ordained (or 

commissioned as lay-ministries in appropriate cases) could however have this 

corporately celebrated/renewed from time to time in the Second Life Cathedral 

under their avatar personality by the presiding minister.  Such a presiding 

minister could even be one of the episcopal patrons of Second Life but known 

(whatever their avatar pseudonym) as a ‘real’ bishop. 

 

d) Confession and Absolution 
Again this must be a personal, individual and confidential opening up of the 

heart to another human person, authorised by the Church to deliver the 

ministry of God’s Word in reconciliation and absolution (in the Anglican 

tradition an ordained priest).  Because of the question of identity, ‘telephone’ 

confessions have traditionally never been accepted as authentic
11

.  In the 

Roman Catholic tradition there has been in fact a move away from the 

‘anonymity’ of the confessional towards a more personal ministry of 

absolution: eg. penitent and priest facing each other (but still in absolute 

                                                 
10

 Common Worship in the Church of England includes a service of prayer and dedication following 

civil marriage as well as material for the renewal of marriage vows. 
11

 The arrival of Skype and Video conferencing raises an interesting question theologically as identity 

would be known, though there remains the serious question of such forms of communication being far 

from secure and thus confidential. 
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confidence) in a ‘reconciliation room’.  This corresponds in style and content 

to less formal ways of ministering absolution after informal confession in the 

‘vicar’s study’ in some traditions of Anglicanism, where even in Church more 

‘baroque’ confessional boxes are rare and priest and penitent customarily sit or 

kneel in sight of each other.  Though spiritual advice might be given through 

Second Life, full sacramental absolution cannot be administered without a real 

personal encounter between the penitent and a duly authorised minister of the 

Church i.e. in the Anglican and Roman Catholic traditions an ordained priest.   

 

Nevertheless a general service of penitence, with corresponding general 

confession and general absolution as found in Anglican liturgical rites would 

be possible, the presiding minister being ordained.  This could included some 

mechanism for any who wanted to be given more specific guidance through 

the virtual pastor as to how to obtain this personally from a ‘real’ local church.  

One interesting way of experiencing a general, Lenten penitential service in 

Second Life is the Ash Wednesday ashing service in the Cathedral.  Such 

ceremonies as the imposition of ashes and sprinkling with baptismal water 

have been described as ‘sacramentals’: like an icon or a crucifix, that is to say 

not sacraments as such but nevertheless using the God-created things of this 

world as signs of God’s love and grace.  As ‘ashing’ has never been 

considered a sacrament there is less risk of confusion here and individuals can 

be encouraged to impose ash on themselves as the Second Life Cathedral 

service progresses, though the President ought again to be an authorised 

minister in real life. 

 

e) Laying on of Hands/anointing of the sick 
Similarly to penitence – with which there is a relationship, penitence and 

healing being twin aspects of God’s saving grace – a general service of 

healing and intercession could be envisaged, following Anglican liturgical 

patterns.  At ‘healing ministries’ in more charismatic Anglican traditions, lay 

ministers (hopefully balanced and wise members of the congregation) stretch 

out their hands towards a person asking for healing.  In Second Life though 

there can be no actual laying on of hands or anointing an avatar could make a 

virtual gesture of healing by similarly stretching out hands, under the guidance 

of an Epiphany Cathedral pastor.   

 

f) Other sacramentals 
There may be other forms of sacramental service which could be employed 

without risking confusion with real sacraments which must always be 

personal.  Stations of the Cross or a Christian Labyrinth would give movement 

and can be enacted personally at home.  Similarly, forms of the Rosary – using 

beads to help prayer – whether the western Marian version or the eastern Jesus 

Prayer Rosary can be done at the same time as participation in such a service 

in the virtual Cathedral.  Even a litany or Palm Procession could be so 

adapted. 

 

g) The Eucharist 
These observations on other sacraments/sacramental ministries of grace give 

us some clear principles and orientations for looking at the eucharist.  There 

are also some partial precedents worth examining.   When TV became popular 
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for the first time in the mid-twentieth century there were regular 

Sunday/Festival broadcasts of the Christian eucharist.  Was it ‘real’ if (say) a 

house-bound couple ate bread and drank wine accompanying a televised 

eucharist?  No Church denied this was a good thing.  But no Church 

acknowledged that this was the same as participating personally in the 

sacrament.  Only recently the Methodist Church has expressed reserve about a 

proposed Twitter service of Holy Communion.
 12

  This stimulated an article by 

Simon Jenkins on whether online communion can be real.
 13

  There would be 

some differences here between churches which give an objective value to the 

consecration of the elements – as all Anglicans do, whatever their 

churchmanship and are thus required to either reverently consume the 

consecrated remains, or reverently  to reserve them for the sick, or reverently 

take them immediately to the sick or housebound (extended communion).  Nor 

can fresh bread and wine be added to the Communion (by reason of the 

sacrament having run out) without further explicit linkage to the consecrated 

elements.  What could be envisaged, if it is done clearly and explicitly, is for 

the persons behind their avatars to make a ‘spiritual communion’.  Theology 

has always recognised that this has equal value (at least in cases of necessity) 

to sacramental communion when this simply cannot be had due to the absence 

of a priest, or due to imprisonment or complete isolation.  Believers who 

cannot physically receive the sacrament are to be assured that they are 

partakers by faith of the body and blood of Christ and of the benefits he 

conveys to us by them.  Such an explicitly spiritual communion during an 

actual celebration of the Holy Communion would have to be explained on a 

regular basis, probably as part of the service.  Whether or not the persons 

behind the avatar actually take bread and wine is not that determinative, for 

the reality of spiritual communion is by definition a reality without actual 

reception of the physical sacrament.  A ‘spiritual communion’ can be made 

with nothing, or with an ‘agape’ style token of bread and wine.  The risk of 

confusion would be less if nothing is used and thus would be more in keeping 

with the inner ‘logic’ of the virtual world. 

 

This presupposes however a ‘real’ sacramental eucharist ‘at the other end’.  

This I did at Willow Grange, avatars from different parts of the world making 

a genuine spiritual communion as those physically present made their physical 

communion with me.  If the eucharistic president in the Epiphany Cathedral is 

an ordained Anglican priest (or one recognised to be in communion), then he 

or she should be celebrating a real eucharist in the actual world, with which 

Second Life Anglicans, through (or without) their avatars could be associated 

in a true act of spiritual communion.  Anglicans have traditionally avoided 

‘solo’ celebrations so it would be necessary for the president to have some 

congregation with whom to share the real sacrament as well as the virtual 

congregation who would receive spiritually.  

 

Christopher Hill 

Bishop of Guildford 

July 2012 
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 See Church Times 20 August 2010 
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 See Church Times 27 August 2010 


